
COMING CLOSER TO HOME IN HIS SEARCH FOR AIRSOFT UPDATES FROM AROUND THE GLOBE, 

BILL THOMAS TALKS THIS TIME TO THOMAS OF KIRERU AIRSOFT, TO GET THE LOWDOWN ON 

SOME SERIOUS “VIKING PEW PEW” ACTION!

INTERNATIONAL AIRSOFT: 

DENMARK
WORKING WITHIN ANY INDUSTRY inevitably leads to 
friendships being built and when I was thinking about where 
to head next in my effort to highlight airsoft around the globe, 
it seemed only natural to turn to my good mate Thomas in 
Denmark.

As well as working for the mighty ActionSportGames 
(ASG) who are of course based in Denmark, Thomas is a well- 
respected member of the airsoft community thanks to his 
website (http://kireru.dk), blog and YouTube channel. He also 
happens to be one of the “good guys” of the airsoft world and 
he and I often find ourselves embroiled in the same topics of 
discussion online, sharing information and opinions freely and 
usually with a huge amount of banter!

After the sad loss recently of Mark “Airsoft Denmark” 
Rasmussen, I really felt that we should be highlighting the 
community that gave us this fine young player and Thomas was 
the very man to answer my questions.

AA: Hi Thomas! Please can you tell me a little about how 
airsoft has developed in Denmark?

Thomas: “Hi Bill! Well Denmark has a long and proud history 
of Airsoft. 

“Back in the late 80’s we still had a small gun culture 
roaming with airguns and CO2-powered guns and this helped 
get airsoft in a lot of ways. Airsoft started like most countries 
with abandoned industrial areas used as playing fields and 
meeting up with that handful of players with springers and 
very low end AEGs. From there the popularity spread and as 
the borders opened up more from Asia, so did the wide range 
of airsoft guns available. Despite the growing number of legal 
sites Airsoft still has a very present underground community. In 
Denmark we also call airsoft “Hardball”.

AA: Do you have many established sites in Denmark; could you 
tell me a little more about them? 

Thomas: “We have a wide range of well-established sites 
in Denmark. Compared to the UK we don’t have that many. 
Denmark has various taxes and fees that make renting or 
buying property quite expensive thus limiting new sites. 

“One of the oldest sites is Hardball Heaven, which has been 
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around for almost as long as I can remember. It’s owned by 
Rodes, an airsoft store with a long history in the business and 
which is also very well respected. Badboys Airsoft also have 
two very popular sites, which offers each their own setting for 
skirmishes. Hardball Shoppen has Hardball Hallen which is very 
CQB oriented. The cool thing is that is they built the site from 
scratch, like the buildings and everything, from the ground up.

“There are many other sites around Denmark that I’ve played at 
worth mentioning but I could go on and on...”

AA: Do sites and players have any legal restrictions that to 
contend with?

Thomas: “Legal sites require a special permit, the same kind 
required for a gun range; apparently there’s a glitch in the 
matrix. Shooting stationary targets in the back yard with 
proper safety issues taken into account is okay but once you’re 
moving or shooting a moving target you’ll need that permit. 
Furthermore, getting insurance to cover the site can also be 
quite an expensive ordeal.

“Our Joule limit for rifles on most sites is 1.69J (about 425fps), 
snipers are usually allowed more. This is of course with safety 
distances ranging from 3m to 20m depending on your Joule 
output. Full face masks are required on all sites, mostly due to 
the insurance coverage. Other than that it’s pretty much good 
to go. No bright colours or orange tip required.”

AA: What’s a normal game day like for you? 

Thomas: “Well most game days are on the international 
Airsoft Day, namely Sunday. But usually mine starts on Saturday 
with charging all my rifle batteries, radio and equipment check. 
Once everything is packed or laid out then I can sleep well.

 “Come Sunday I usually get picked up by my team or 
mates. I usually like getting there a bit earlier than the rest. 
That way I’m getting a good table and I get a good idea who 
I’m playing with or against. The actual games are just like the 
saying “on any given Sunday”. “

AA: What is a popular style of play in Denmark, regular 
skirmish, MilSim or both?

Thomas: “This is actually an odd one. Regular skirmish is 
definitely the most played style in Denmark. But Danes are 

very well known for their MilSim crowd in our neighbouring 
countries. This is mainly due to limited MilSim events in 
Denmark, so we have to cross the borders to attend bigger 
Sims. With the growing trend of HPA rifles you see a paradigm 
shift in the crowd attending these sites. Younger and more 
trigger-happy players are showing up and this is also reflected 
in the types of games you see.

“I’m old school so I like my single-fire only, midcaps only, 
tactical-type games.”

AA: Do airsofters in Denmark train either as individuals or 
teams?

Thomas: “In general no, you don’t see it a lot. In the last 
few years, I would say the only really committed training I’ve 
seen was with my former team, SCAR Inc. We dedicated 
our Thursdays to training and in some cases skipped Sunday 
gaming for team training. Training was everything from 9-hole 
drills, rifle/pistol handling, various cardio workouts relevant 
to shooting like going prone, squats, run and shoot, that sort 
of thing. We also did long walks with radio comms when the 
weather allowed it.

“Now most people would call this Overkill, but the Team 
regarded airsoft as a tool to better ourselves and training is one 
aspect of a mind-set to better yourself. Something I wished 
more players and teams would adopt.”

AA: What’s important to you in relation to loadouts?

Thomas: “Having a proper loadout is very telling of what kind 
of player you are in many aspects. I see my loadout both as 
a way to perform better and yet challenge myself. I admire 
the people that go full impression with all the RS stuff, but 
sometimes I also see it hinder them when it comes to more 
speedy skirmishes. On the other hand I see players with very 
basic loadouts having difficulties performing certain tasks.

“OUR JOULE LIMIT FOR RIFLES ON MOST SITES IS  
1.69J (ABOUT 425FPS), SNIPERS ARE USUALLY 
ALLOWED MORE. THIS IS OF COURSE WITH SAFETY 
DISTANCES RANGING FROM 3M TO 20M DEPENDING  
ON YOUR JOULE OUTPUT. FULL FACE MASKS ARE 
REQUIRED ON ALL SITES, MOSTLY DUE TO THE 
INSURANCE COVERAGE.”
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“Having worked as Store manager for PX-SHOP Denmark 
I’ve had the pleasure in helping out GIs, SOF and LE pick out 
some gear in correspondence to their “mission”. It has helped 
me gain a better understanding of what the mind-set is when 
picking your loadout. But it all boils down to training with your 
gear. If you keep on pushing yourself and how your gear is set 
up you’ll eventually figure if the system you have works for you 
or if it completely fails.”

AA: What is the situation with airsoft and tactical stores in 
Denmark; do you have particular favourites?

Thomas: “Denmark has a good handful of RS tactical stores 
that tailor to both LEAF and Airsoft players. They are all tuned 
into the airsoft crowd but of course most of their business is for 
LEAF. “I wouldn’t say I have a particular one; they are all great 
and offer a wide range of brands. 

Airsoft stores in Denmark also carry tactical gear, both RS 
and airsoft made, so there are many options.”

AA: Are there particular brands and models of airsoft replica 
that are important in Denmark?

Thomas: “Well working for ASG I can’t comment on that 
question. I’m bound by legal contra... just pulling your leg! 
Though ASG rifles are very popular in Denmark, I’m not saying 
that because I work for them, it’s just a fact. It kinda would be 
a little weird if you didn’t see ASG rifles out on the field here.

“But most brands are represented well out on the fields. 

TM, CA, WE, VFC, JG and the like are all out on the fields. 
HPA is making a lot of waves lately and is very common to see. 
However Denmark falls short on some brands or models due 
to import taxes and prices. Some rifles that might be cheap 
elsewhere do get a bump in the price once hitting stores in 
Denmark. 

“The crowd I usually hang out with are all die hard Systema 
PTW users. I think Denmark has a very dedicated PTW crowd, 
that’s probably my biased observation. I’m sure that the other 
dedicated models have their following as well like the EVO, 
TM Recoil Shock, WE GBB and Tippmann. Although GBB rifles 
aren’t that common here; Danish weather really doesn’t allow 
for that much usage of GBB rifles!”

AA: Do sites have a rental facility if someone were visiting from 
overseas?

Thomas: “Most sites have rentals, if they don’t just poke at 
them and I’m sure they will gather some for you. They are all 
run by dedicated people who want to give you a great gaming 
experience, so just ask.”  

AA: If anyone is visiting Denmark and is interested in visiting a 
site for a game day, where should they head for information?

Thomas: “Well any of the sites I mentioned previously have 
a lot of members and we Danes are known for our kind 
hospitality. So join any one of them on Facebook and ask 
around and I’m sure they will be able to help you out. Or join 
my (shameless plug) humble page Kireru Airsoft on Facebook 
and I’ll point you in the right direction.”

AA: Many thanks Thomas, a pleasure speaking to you as 
always and I look forward to seeing you at IWA as usual! 
Thanks also to Lars, Nikolai, Klaus and Sjomann for the 
pictures!

Thomas: “My pleasure, always love to talk about airsoft,  
guns and gear with a legend such as yourself Bill. See you 
at IWA where I’ll be working the ASG booth and bothering 
Nuprol!” 
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